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New York City boasts one of the most famous skylines in the world, and the Empire State
Building is undeniably the focal point of this incredible view. At 102 stories, the structure was no
small feat. In fact, its construction coincided with the onset of the Great Depression, and so
progress was met with numerous setbacks. Still, because of the efficiency that went into the
building's development, it only took a year and forty-five days to complete! In this informative,
easy-to-read account, Janet B. Pascal describes the rise of skyscrapers in the United States, the
intricacies of the groundbreaking construction process, and the effect the iconic Empire State
Building continues to have today.

About the AuthorJanet B. Pascal is an Executive Production Editor at Viking Children's Books
and the author of What Was the Hindenburg?, What Is the Panama Canal?, Who Was Isaac
Newton?, Who Was Dr. Seuss?, Who Was Maurice Sendak?, and Who Was Abraham Lincoln?
Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Where Is the Empire State Building?In
1929, there was a “race for the sky” in New York City. Two new skyscrapers were going up—the
Chrysler Building and the Manhattan Company Building. Each owner wanted his building to be
the tallest in the world. But neither man knew exactly what height the other was aiming for. The
owner of the Manhattan Company managed to discover the plans for the Chrysler Building.
Immediately, he changed his plans so that his building would be taller.So in April 1930, the
Manhattan Company Building became the tallest in the world. But only for a few weeks. Secretly,
the crew of the Chrysler Building was creating a tall spire. All the work took place inside the
unfinished building, so no one knew about it. When the spire—125 feet high—was finished, it
was lifted up through a hole in the roof. Suddenly the tallest building in the world was the
Chrysler Building! With its spire, it was 1,046 feet tall.What neither company knew was that a
third group of builders was watching them both closely. Their building was already designed. But
they were waiting until the Chrysler Building was finished before making their plans final.
However tall the Chrysler Building was, they planned to make sure their own building was a little
taller.
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pamela h., “good. bought with statue”

marco patton, “Great buy !. Very informative!”

Brian, “Great series of books. Another great book from the Who is authors”

K J K, “Great for 2-3 graders. Prep cor our trip to NYC great fun facts.for.2-3 graders”

Suzi, “The Where Is Series is Wonderful!!. This series of books is very engaging, it keeps kids
attention and makes learning fun. The kids ask for these every time we scroll through Amazon's
kids books.”

Q-town, “4th grader loves them. My 4th grade son loves all of these books. I wish I could buy
them in a set and not 1 by 1. They are a shorter book with larger print, but the lexile is I believe at
the 5th grade level.”

Carla, “We love these books. We love these books. It provides facts in a quick manner that holds
my sons attention. He is slowly building to his collection.”

Norma Morgan, “Another great item from Amazon. Arrived a little early and looks GREAT!”

helen lycett, “Excellent book for kids and grown ups. Great book well written for an 11 year old to
understand.”

The book by Janis Herbert has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 152 people have provided feedback.
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